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Abstract 
Khoshnevisan and Lewis (1994a) have recently established L6vy's modulus of continuity of 
iterated Brownian motion. In this note, we obtain the Cs6rg6-R6v6sz modulus of non- 
differentiability. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {W(u), - oo < u < + c~} and {B(t), t/> 0} be two independent linear Brownian 
motions with W (0) = B(0) = 0, and let 
x(t) = t >t o. 
The so-called iterated Brownian motion process {X (t), t/> 0}, playing an important 
r61e in several problems in probability and statistics (see Hu et al. (1994) for refer- 
ences), has attracted recent interest from several mathematicians. For example, the 
law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) for X was independently obtained, in different 
settings, by Cs~tki et al. (1989) and Deheuvels and Mason (1992). See also R6v6sz 
(1990, pp. 137-139). A "local" version (i.e. for small time) of LIL was presented in 
Burdzy (1993a). See Section 3 for the statement of Burdzy's LIL (and also Arcones 
(1994) for a more general result). A functional LIL can be found in Hu et al. (1994). By 
making use of Strassen's method, Csfiki et al. (1994a) extended these results for 
a larger class of processes. Chung's liminf LIL was established in Hu et al. (1994). See 
also Khoshnevisan and Lewis (1994b) for a similar result for a modified iterated 
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process. The Lrvy upper class for X was characterized by Bertoin (1994), and the 
lower class by Shi (1994). Burdzy (1993b) studied the variation of X. The local times 
and Hausdorff dimension of level sets were investigated, respectively, by Csfiki et al. 
(1994b) and Burdzy and Khoshnevisan (1994). Finally, let us mention the modulus of 
continuity of X given by Khoshnevisan and Lewis (1994a). 
Theorem A (Khoshnevisan and Lewis, 1994a). Let W and B be two independent 
Brownian motions such that W (O) = B(O) = 0 and let X (t) = W (B(t)), then 
IX (t + s) - X(t)l 
lim sup sup = 1, a.s. (1.1) 
h~O o 4, ~ 1 -h o ~s ~ h hl/a(log(1/h)) 3/4 
On the other hand, elementary calculations show that the sample paths of X are 
almost surely nowhere differentiable. It is therefore natural to investigate the modulus 
of non-differentiability (in the sense of Csrrgr-Rrvrsz, 1979). This note is devoted to 
establishing the following: 
Theorem 1. Let 
Ox(h) = inf sup IX (t + s) - X(t)[. 
O<~t<<.l-hO~s<~h 
Then we have 
~3/2 
lim (l°g(1/h))3/4hl/4 ®x(h) = , a.s. 
h~O 2 
(1.2) 
The constant rt3/2/2 figuring in (1.2) is somewhat surprising, due to the peculiar 
dependence structure of the increments of iterated Brownian motion. Indeed, Shi 
(1994, Lemma 7) proved that there exists a numerical constant K such that for any 
t >>.O, h > O and O < x <~ 1, 
[ sup [X ( t+s) -X( t ) l<h l /4x  1 P ~< Kx-8/B exp(- -  Tx-4/3), 
lO<~s<~h A 
where 7 - 3r~2/8- By making use of a standard Borel-Cantelli argument, it follows 
readily that 
(log(1/h)) 3/4 
lim inf hl/4 Ox(h) >>. 73/4, a.s. (1.3) 
h~0 
This, however, gives only the right order of the lower bound of Ox(h), not the exact 
constant (since obviously 73/4 < n3/2/2). Csrrg6 and Shao (1994) have recently ob- 
tained a general result on the lower bound of the modulus of non-differentiability of 
stochastic processes. By applying their Theorem 2.1 to X, we get an estimate similar to 
(1.3) with 2-1/273/4 replacing 73/4. Again, this does not give a sharp bound. 
Theorem 1 is proved in Section 2. Some further problems on the sample paths of 
iterated Brownian motion are presented in Section 3. Throughout the note, unimpor- 
tant positive finite constants are denoted by Ki (1 ~< i ~< 9). The sign [ .]  sometimes 
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denotes the integer part, at other times denotes usual brackets - it will be clear from 
the context. Since we shall deal with (possibly random) index n which ultimately tends 
to infinity, our statements, sometimes without further mention, are valid only when 
n is sufficiently large. 
2. The proof of Theorem 1 
Let {W(u), u ~ R} and {B(t), t >/0} be two independent Brownian motions with 
W(0) = B(0) = 0 as before. The following estimates for the distribution of Brownian 
functionals are needed. 
Lemmal.  For any x > O and O < y ~< 1, 
K- lexp - -~  <~P sup [B(t)l<x ~<Kexp -~ , 
0~<t~<l 
K- lexp -~ ~<P Julsup-~llW(u)I<x ~Kexp -~ , 
P sup B( t ) -  inf B( t )<y <. exp - 
O~<t~l O~<t<~l ~ 
where K > 1 is a universal constant. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Proof of Lemma 1. Chung (1948, p. 221) evaluated the exact distribution of Brownian 
motion under the sup-norm, from which (2.1) follows. The estimate (2.2) is a straight- 
forward consequence of (2.1), using the independence of {W(u); u >/0} and {W(u); 
u ~< 0}. The density function (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) of the Brownian 
range was studied by Feller (1951) who proved that 
lP [dx  L °~u~<'sup B(U)-o~<u~<xinf B(u) edx]=(2/n)t /2x- 'L ' (x/2) ,  x>O, 
where 
( (2k - 
L(x) = (2n)x/~Zx k=, ~ exp 8x I ] ,  
is the distribution function of the uniform norm of a Brownian bridge. Using 
integration by parts, we have 
P sup B(u) -  inf B(u)<y = 2y 2 ], LO~<u~< x o~<.~<1 2k - -  1)2~ 2-1- exp 
from which (2.3) follows readily. [] 
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Now fix a rational number R > 1. Following Khoshnevisan and Lewis (1994a), we 
define To = 0 and 
T, = inf{t > T~_ 1; IB(t) - B(Ti_ 1)1 = R-"}, i = 1, 2,..., 
N = sup{i; Ti <~ 1}, 
I(k)={O<<,i<~N;B(T,)=kR-"}, k=0,  +1,_+2,...  
(Of course, T~, N and I(k) all depend on the underlying indices n and R). Recall the 
following estimates, due to Khoshnevisan and Lewis (1994a), on the cardinality of I(k) 
(denoted by # I(k)) and on the maximal spacing of Ti, which play an important r61e in 
our proof. 
Lemma 2 (Khoshnevisan and Lewis 1994a). For any ~ > O, there exists a finite 
constant K = K (e, R) > 0 depending only on e and R such that 
P U (#t(k) <<. R ~1-28)") ~<__ (2.4) 
[k[ ~<g (1 -*)" n2  ' 
P [#I(k)  > R t~+~)"] ~< Kexp(-R~"/2), Vk, (2.5) 
P I~ <.,<.N ~ (T~- Ti- '  >>" n2R-2")] <<" ff-~" (2.6) 
Proof of the upper bound in Theorem 1. Write W* (t, h) = supl,i ~< h[ W (t + u) - W (t) l. 
Let e > 0 be small, and let 
{(1)  
A.= u U W* ,~ ~< 
k:l(k) ~ 0 i~l(k) 
=-- U Ak, n, 
k:l(k) ~ 0 
(1 + 2z)rc 8(1 - e)nlogR'~ 
2(nR" log R) 1/2' Ti+l - Ti > -~-~2~ 
with obvious 
Bk.. = {#I(k) ~< R (1-2e)n} for notational 
P(U  ]k] ~< R tl -el, Bk, n) <~ Kn- 2. Consequently, 
P (A~)~<P(  U Bk . . )+P(  ('] 
Ikl ~< R ~x -~). Ikl ~< R (1 -,In 
notation. Write A c for the complement of any set A. Write also 
convenience. Then by (2.4), 
.o ) ( k,. nA~,,.) 
<~ + P (~ ( t~A~.n)  
[kl ~< R (t-~ln, keven 
Observe that 
{ (~ 1)  (1 _+2e)~ ~w (~ tTi+l--Ti~< 8(1-e)nlOgR~ 
A~,,.= W* '~  >2(nR"l°gR)l/2J ,~,(k)l -~2-~ J" 
Consider those even numbers k such that ~oe B~,,n. Then for any 2>0,  
0 i~1(k) (Ti+ 1 -- Ti < 2) implies that there exist at least [R (1 - 2,)n] hitting times Ti with 
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B(Ti) = kR-" and Ti+ 1 - Ti < 2. Using elementary Brownian properties, it follows 
that 
K r - - (1 - -pk , . )P (  < 2- (~-~f / i j j ,  P (An ¢) ~< n-~ + 1-I 1 W*(0, 1) (1 + 2e)n ~l  
Ikl ~ ' ", k even L R (t - ) 
with 
[ ( 8(l_,)nlogR~la, .... ,. 
Pk, n = P T1 < 7~ 2 R2 n ) j  . 
(Notice that the variables W*(kR-", R-") are independent, which is the reason why 
we picked only even numbers k = 0, _+ 2, +_ 4,... ). Observe that 
(T~ < 2) =(supo ~, ~ x IB(t)[ > R-") for any 2 > 0. Assembling these facts and using 
(2.1) and (2.2) yield 
"z" 21" J ) i l l  (1 "~ ~l~)2)J " 
From tr iv ia l  inequalities 1 - 2 ~< e - *  (2 >1 O) and 1 - (1 - x) ° >/xa i2  (0 ~< x ~< l /a  ~< 1), 
it follows that 
P(A~) ~< ~2 + (1 - KsR-'"-"/(I+2~V) e''-"" 
K ~< n- 5 + exp(--KaR (x -~)n-e . -n / t l  +2e) 2) 
K 
~< n-- ~ + exp( -  K3Ren), 
which is summable for n. According to Borel-Cantelli lemma, P(A., eventually) = 1. 
Observe that for 2 > 0, 
{Ti+,-T,>2}={r,~t~r,+~sup ,B( t ) -B(T , ) ,<I} .  
Consequently, for sufficiently large n, we have 
Ox (8 (1 -e )n logR)  (1 + 2~)~ 
~2R2n ~ 2(nR" log R)  1/2" 
Since nR-" is decreasing for large n, for any small h >0,  let 
8(1 - e)n(logR)/(~2R n) >1 h >1 8(1 - e)(n + 1) (log R)/(rc 2 R 2in+ 1)). Then 
~8(1 - e)nlogR'~ (1 + 2e)~ 
Ox(h) <~ ®x -~2-~ ] <~ 2(ng.logR)l/2 
(1 + 3e)nS/2R 1/2 (_8(1 -- e)(n + 1)logR\t/4/ rc2R2(.+ 1) ~--3/4 
~< 
2 __ -~-'~2]-~iS ) t l°g8(1 - -e -~ 1SlogRJ 
~< (1 + 3e)~a/2R 1/2 hl14 { l'x- 3/4 
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which implies that 
(log(I/h)) 3/* (1 4- 3e)~3/2R 1/2 
lira sup hl/~ Ox(h) <~ a.s. 
h~O 2 ' 
Letting e ~ 0 + and R ~ 1 + gives the desired upper bound in Theorem 1. []  
Now, let us turn to the other part of Theorem 1. Fix again a small (rational) number 
e > 0. For 0 ~< i ~< j, we define 
ATij  = T j -  T i ,  Bi j  = max B(TI), Bij = min  B(Tt), 
i<~l<~j i<~l<~j 
B*.,j = Bij - Bij_ = max B(TI) - min B(Tt). 
i<~l<~j i~ l<~j  
We first of all need a preliminary result. 
Lemma 3. Let a > ~/4. With probability 1, for sufficiently large n, if 0 <~ i < j <<. N, 
n 'R - "  <. B.*. n6R -n ~j <. and if 
min sup_ W(t) _ w(k )  < a(B~)l/2(log(1/B~))-'/2, 
R" Bq <~ k <~ R"BIj B ij ~ t <~ Bq 
(2.7) 
then 
2(  ~2) 
ATq ~< ~5 2 + 3e - ~ (B*)21og(1/B*). (2.8) 
Proof  of Lemma 3. Let xz - (I/R")l/E(log(R"/l)) - 1/2 and Yl - 2r~-2(2 + 3e - •2/8a2) 
(I/R") 2 log(R"/l) for n 4 ~< l ~< n 6. Consider the following events: 
( 
E,.~,. = NN { sup 
kl <~k<~k2, k2 -k l= l  [k lR -n<~t~k2R ~ 
>/+31 
Ft,k, n -~ N sup B( t ) -  inf B(t) ,.. t ,  
R ~ ie l(k) Ti <<. t ~ T i+y/  Ti <~ t <<. Ti+yl ) 
n 6 
G,,n = 0 (E,,k..UFt.k,.), G. = ~ Gt... 
k: l (k)  #0 l=n  4 
If supo_< t.< 1 IB(t)l ~< n, then # {k: I(k) v~ 0} ~< 2nR" + 1. Thus for any n 4 ~< l ~< n 6, 
°,°,~.,-~ P (o~ sup, .,,t, ~ n) +,2n~n + 1, n.~,~ k ~nR max O'~,~ n'P'~ ~.' 
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Notice that for n 4 ~< 1 ~< 1'16 and Ikl ~ nR", 
kl <~k<~k2,kz -k l= l k lR -n<~t<~k2R -n
~ (I16-'l - 1)max P ( sup IW(t)l <aNt)P( sup IW(u)[ <al l ) ,  
kl,k2 \O<<.t<~(k2-k)R n \(kl_k)R-n<~u<<O 
where the max is taken over pairs of integers (kl, k2) satisfying kl ~< k ~< k 2 and 
k 2 - k 1 = 1. With the aid of (2.1), it follows that 
P(E~,R,n) <~ g4n 6(1 +n2/Sa2) R-nn2/8a2" 
On the other hand, by (2.5) and (2.3), 
P(Ft,k,~)<<.P(#I(k)>Rtl+~)~)+Rtl+~)~P sup B(t)- inf B(t)< ) 
~< K exp(-- R'"/2) + Ksn13+12~-3n2/4a2R(n2/aa2-1-e)n 
g6n14 R(x2/Sa2-1 -e)n 
Assembling these facts and using the well-known estimate P(supo~,¢ 1IB(t)l > n) 
~< 2 exp( -  n2/2) yield 
P(G~,.) ~< 2exp( -n2 /2)  + K7n 21 +3n2/4a2R-en ~ Ks n21 +3n2/4a2R-en. 
Consequently, 
P(G~) <~ n6p(G~,n) <~ Ksn27+arFI4a2 R-~n, 
which is summable for n. We can therefore apply the convergent part of 
Borel-Cantelli emma. Now assume that 0 ~< i < j  <~ N with n4R -~ <~ B* <~ n6R -", 
i.e. there exists 1 with n 4 ~< l ~< n 6 such that B* = IR-". If (2.7) holds, which means that 
co~Et, k.n for some integer number k e [R"B_o, R~Bi;], then by what we have just 
proved, co e Ft,k.,. Using the trivial relation SUpT, <~ t <~ T~ B(t) -- infT, ~, ~ Tj 
B(t) ~< B* + 2R -~, we have Tj <~ T~ + Yt, which implies (2.8). [] 
Remark. Let 
n 6 
N N 
l=n ~ k:l(k)~O 
with the notation introduced previously. It is immediately seen from the proof of 
Lemma 3 that 
P(~cn) ~ Konla+ a~214a2 R-(~21Sa~- l)n 
Taking a = (1 - e)rc/81/2 yields that y.. P(G. ¢) < oo. Consequently, with probability l, 
for sufficiently large n, if 0 ~< i < j  ~< N and n4R -~ <<. B* <~ n6R -~, then 
min sup W(t )_W(k)  >/~(B*) l t2 ( log( l lB* ) ) - l /2 .  (2.9) 
Rn Bij ~ k <~ RnSij B ij ~ t <~ Bij 
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Lemma 4 (L6vy, 1937; Cs6rg6 and R6v6sz, 1979). We have 
1 
lira sup sup [B(t + s) - B(t)l = 21/2, a.s. (2.10) 
h~o (h log(I/h)) 1/2 o <.< t <~ 1 -h 0 <~ s<~ h 
(log(1/h)) 1/2 
lim ht/2 inf sup [B(t + s) - B(t)[ = 8- ~ ,  a.s. (2.11) 
h -* O O <~ t <~ 1-  h O <~ s <~ h 
The modulus of continuity (2.10) for Brownian motion was originally obtained by 
L6vy (1937), with "limsup" instead of"lim", but his arguments can be strengthened to 
imply (2.10). See for example Cs6rg6 and R6v6sz (1981, pp. 26-28). The modulus of 
non-differentiability (2.11) was due to Cs6rg6 and R6v6sz (1979). Obviously Lemma 
4 yields the following estimates (which are not optimal, but sufficient for our needs): 
sup 1 sup ( sup B(u) - inf B(u))  ~ 81/2, a.s. (2.12) lira 
h- .o  (hlog(1/h)) 1/20<~t<~ 1-h  \ t<~u<.t+h t<~u<~t+h 
l im in f  (l°g(1/h))l/2 inf ( sup  B(u) -  inf B(u))>>.~l/2,  a.s. (2.13) 
h-~O h 1/2 O<~t<~l-h  t<.u~t+h t<~u<~t+h 
The key ingredient in the proof of the lower bound in Theorem 1 is the following 
result. 
Lemma 5. With  probabil ity 1, for  sufficiently large n, i f  0 <~ i < j <~ N and 
n4R -"  <~ B~j <<. n6R -", then 
(1 - 3/3)/1; 3 /2 / /  ",~1/4( 1 ~--3/4 
sup IX ( t ) - -  X(T,)I >/ (2.14) , ~AT",j) l ogx~ J . 
Ti ~ <~ Tj 2 
Proof of Lemma 5. Suppose that ngR-"  <<, B*  <~ n6R-n.  Write 
I , j  = - min sup IW( t ) _w(k~.  
l \n"; 
We distinguish two possible cases. First, assume that 
Iij >~ rt(B*) 1/2 (log(i/B*))-1/2. (2.15) 
In this case, we use (2.13) which tells that 
B* ~> sup B(t) - inf B(t) - 2R-"/> (Ar i j )  1/2 og -- eB*. 
Ti<~t <<. Tj Ti<~ t <<. Tj 
Therefore 
- 2/3)rt [ 1 \ -  1/2 
B*~>(1 8~ (AT~j ) ,2~log~)  . (2.16) 
Putting (2.15) and (2.16) together, we obtain that 
l,j I> (AT,j) log . 
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Since 
sup IX ( t ) -  X(T,)[ >1 sup IW( t ) -  W(B(Ti))[ >~ I,~, (2.17) 
Ti~<t~<T) B_o<~t~<B O 
the estimate (2.14) follows trivially. It remains to treat the case when (2.15) fails. By 
(2.9), we have 
(1 ~_7~)~ (B,)X/2 (log(I/B*))- 1/2 ~< Iij < r~(B*) 1/2 (log(l/B*))- x/2. 
Therefore, there exists an integer m with [l/e] ~< m <~ [3/e] such that 
(1 - e)~ 
(1 -- e)~me(B.) l /2( log(1/B~))_ l /2 ~ Iij < 81/2 (m + 1)e(B~j)l/2(log(1/B*)) -1/2. 
81/2 
Applying Lemma 3 to a - 8-1/2(1 - e)n(m + 1)e (with [l/g] ~< m ~< [3/el) gives that 
ATi j~<--  2+3e- -  I~ 2 (1 -- e) 2 (m + 1)2e 2 (B*)21°g(1/B*)" 
Accordingly, 
(1 - e)n me(B,)l/2 (log(l/B*))- 1/2 Iij ~ 
>~ 
(1-- 2e)nme 23/4{ 2 { 1 ))-x/# (ATo)I/4 
-8-i72 \ \~-2 2 + 3e - (1 - e)Z(m + 1)2ez]J (log(1/ATij)) 3/'" 
Notice that x ~ x(2 - I/x)- 1/4 is increasing on [1, 4] (thus x(2 - 1/x)- 1/4 >i 1 when- 
ever 1 ~< x ~< 4). For any m with [I/e] ~< m ~< [3/e], we have 
( 1 )-x/4 ( 1 )-1/4 
me 2 + 3e - (1 - e)2(m q- 1)2e 2 ~ me(1 - e) 1/2 2 (m -I- 1)2g 2 
m ~-~-~(1  - e) 1/2 
>~l- -e .  
Therefore, 
Iij 
(1 -- 3e)~ 3/2 / 1 \ -3/4 
(ATij)I/4 ~log ~--~/~) • 
Lemma 5 is proved with the aid of(2.17). [] 
Proof  of the lower bound in Theorem 1. Recall from (2.6) and the Borel-Cantelli 
lemma that when n is sufficiently large, Ti - Ti-1 <~ n2R-2n for any 1 ~< i ~< N. Let 
h > 0 be sufficiently small. Write 
(n -4- 1) 6 { 1 "xl/2 n 6 
~< ~ 18h log~] J ~< R-~. (2.18) R. +------- r- 
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Let 0 ~< t ~< 1 -- h. Since h >1 n l°R  -zn and maxl~i<.u(T i -  T i -O  <~ nZR -z", there 
exist 0~<i<j~<N such that Ti <<. t < Ti + n2R -2" < Tj  <~ t + h < T j  + n2R -2" 
From triangular inequality it follows that 
sup IX(t + s ) -X( t ) J  ~> sup IX( t ) -X(T i ) l  
O ~s<~h Ti<~ t <~ Tj 
- 2 sup sup IX(u + v) - X(u)l. 
O~<u~<l O <~ v<~n2R -2" 
By our construction of Ti and Ts, it is easily deduced that 
(1  - e)h <~ h - nZR - 2n ~ ATi j  ~ h + nZR - 2n ~ 2h. (2.19) 
Using (2.12), (2.18) and (2.19), we obtain that 
// 1 x~ 1/2 ( 1"~ 1/2 
On the other hand, from (2.13), (2.18) and (2.19), we also have (using ~/8 a/2 > 1 and the 
fact that x w+xll2(log(1/x)) - 112 is increasing for small x) 
B* ~> sup B( t ) -  inf B( t ) -  2R-"  
T i<. t~T j  T I<~t~Tj  
~> (ATij) 1/2 log - 2R-" 
// 1 \ -  1/2 
((1 - 
>1 n*R -" 
By Lemma 5, the above relations in turn imply that 
( ' sup IX(t) - -  x( r i )  [ ~ (1 - -  3/3)~ 3/2 (Ari j) l l  4 log ~/ j ]  
Ti <. t <~ Tj 2 
(1 - 3e)rt 3/2 ( 1 "]- 3/,I- 
~> 2 ((1 - -  ~)h)  TM log (1 - e)h] 
~> (1  - 4e)r~ 3/2 hi/4 log-  . 
2 
Moreover, from (1.1) and (2.18), we get that 
sup sup IX (u + V) -- X(u)[ ~ 2(n2R-2n)l/4 (log(R2n/n2))3/4 
O <~ u<~ 10<~v<<n2R -2n 
1/4 f 1\-3/4" 
<~eh tlog ~) 
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Combining these estimates gives that 
sup IX (t + s) - X(t)l/> 
O<~s<<.h 
- ( -3j" (1 5e)n3/2 h 1/4 log 
2 h,] ' 
uniformly for t e [0, 1 - hi, which implies the lower bound in Theorem 1. [] 
3. Further problems 
We have seen that the increments of iterated Brownian motion have rather 
complicated ependence structure. It would be interesting to investigate further path 
properties related to the increments of X. 
(i) In view of Khoshnevisan and Lewis (1994a)'s modulus of continuity (1.1), is it 
possible to obtain a Chung-Erd/Ss-Sirao-type integral test? The case of Brownian 
motion was treated in Chung et al. (1959). 
(ii) The following local LIL for X was due to Burdzy (1993a): 
IX(h)l = 25/43 -3/4, a.s. lim sup 
h~O h l /4 ( log log(1 /h) )  s/4 
Since X has stationary increments, we get that for any fixed t >~ 0, 
IX(t + h) - X(t)l = 25/43_3/4, a.s. (3.1) lim sup 
h~O h 1/4 (log log( i /h) )  3/4 
On the other hand, Khoshnevisan and Lewis (1994a)'s modulus of continuity (1.1) can 
be read as follows: 
IX (t + h) - X(t)l 
lim sup hl/4 = 1 a.s. (3.2) 
h-,O 0 ~t ~ 1 -h ( log(1/h)) s/4 
(The equivalence between (1.1) and (3.2) is easily obtained. See for example Cs6rg6 
and R6vSsz (1981, p. 28)). Comparing the respective statements of (3.1) and (3.2), the 
former tells us that for any t/> 0, the increment IX ( t  + h) - X(t)l is at most of order 
hl /4( log log(1/h) )  3/4, while the latter confirms that supo <~, <~ 1 -h [X (t + h) - X(t)[ is of 
order hl/4( log(1/h))  3/4. It is therefore interesting to study the set of exceptional points 
on which large oscillations of X occur. For example, what can be said about the 
Hausdorff dimension of the random fractal set 
Ea= ts [O ,  1): l imsuph-1/4 log IX ( t+h) -X(O l>12 , 
for 2 > 0? A similar question can be asked about the Hausdorff dimension of 
Fa= te [O,  1): l iminfh -~z4 log sup 
h~O O~s<~h 
IX ( t  + s) - X(t)l ~ 2} 
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for 2 > 0. Results obtained by Orey and Taylor (1974) for the corresponding problems 
for Brownian motion could be instructive. 
(iii) For Brownian motion, it is well-known (see Mueller, 1981) that there is close 
relation between Strassen's functional LIL and Lrvy's modulus of continuity. In the 
case of iterated Brownian motion X, a Strassen-type functional LIL was established 
by Hu et al. (1994). Is this still related to the modulus of continuity (1.1) of X due to 
Khoshnevisan and Lewis (1994a)? If so, there might be an explanation for the 
mysterious constant 1 figuring in (1.1). 
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